
One Step Ahead Halloween 2014 Collection
High-quality costumes, exclusive treat bags and top notch accessories help make sure everyone's holiday is full of more treats
than tricks!

One Step Ahead (www.onestepahead.com) is pleased to announce the release of its 2014 Halloween collection, including several brand new
costumes such as Frozen’s Elsa and Anna, Buzzy Bee, NFL Stars and exclusive accessories such as Candy Corn (boys and girls) and
Pumpkin Treat Bags!

“We recognize parents want to deliver the costumes their kids want while not breaking the bank,” said Jennifer Smith, One Step Ahead
Director.  “We offer a wide variety of popular, unique and high-quality costumes at affordable prices.  We pick only the best that will stand up to
kids’ wear and tear so they can be passed along and/or used for role playing throughout the year!”

One Step Ahead costumes are uniquely made using only high quality fabric and construction so they’re sure to be both durable and
comfortable.  Parents are purchasing costumes earlier in the year which means children are wearing them all October (and all year!) instead
of just on Halloween so One Step Ahead prides itself on delivering costumes and accessories that are resilient, comfortable and can withstand
the test of time!

Visit us online to see our collection of brand new costumes: http://www.onestepahead.com/Clothing/Costumes/index.cat. 

esavage@onestepahead.com

One Step Ahead is an online and catalog retailer specializing in unique, problem-solving products and resources for babies, children and
parents.  Aiming to save parents time, money, and frustration, One Step Ahead does the "pre-shopping" for parents by researching,
comparing, and testing thousands of products to only offer the top performers from the vast children’s market.  The company rigorously pre-
tests its products and makes exclusive product design enhancements based on feedback from actual parents using its extensive, nationwide
Parents Panel.  The company also offers a lifetime guarantee on all products.  One Step Ahead was founded by two parents in 1989 and
joined the family-owned Colony Brands, Inc. group of retailers in 2013.  Established in 1926, Colony Brands, Inc. is one of the oldest and most
trusted direct marketing companies in the US.  Visit the company online at www.onestepahead.com.


